
YOUR TRUSTED PARTNER FOR 
CORPORATE GIVING ACROSS THE GLOBE

Successful corporate giving depends on local knowledge, staff expertise, and an individualized strategy. 

Myriad USA partners with global corporations and their foundations to extend their social impact and reach 

communities around the world. As your partner and advisor, we make it easier and safer for you to do the global 

philanthropic work you care about. We leverage over 20 years of experience supporting  

Fortune 500 companies in their international charitable giving. 

CORE CORPORATE SERVICES
INTERNATIONAL ADVISED GIVING OPTIONS

A Donor Advised Fund is a flexible tool for corporate donors seeking to support nonprofit initiatives 

across the globe. Claim an immediate tax deduction when you contribute to your fund and then 

recommend grants to favorite charities at your convenience. Myriad USA works with a competitive pricing 

structure, and offers flexible solutions like one-off advised gifts and American Friends Funds for foreign 

grantees.

DEDICATED RELATIONSHIP MANAGERS AND A TEAM OF EXPERTS 

Personalized stewardship is important to our team. Every corporate partner receives the direct support 

of a relationship manager and a team of regional experts to advise on their grantmaking portfolio and 

local regulations. Our relationship managers act as thought partners to support your grantmaking goals. 

We can work with your established grant portals such as Cybergrants and SmartSimple, or accommodate 

additional process requirements as needed.

ENHANCED DUE DILIGENCE & RISK MITIGATION

Myriad USA performs due diligence on all international grantees to ensure compliance with U.S. 

regulations and local laws in recipient countries, and both exercises expenditure responsibility and 

conducts equivalency determinations. We excel in navigating complex environments and work with local, 

in-country experts to ensure a thorough level of risk management. Our verifications go beyond minimum 

requirements and include reputational checks to ensure that our donors can give with confidence.
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Through our Corporate Plus services, corporations and foundations can enhance their donor advised giving 

through advisory and consulting services. Myriad USA leverages our networks of local and regional experts to help 

donors enhance their grantmaking goals. Examples of our additional services include: 

• Research and landscaping to support strategy development

• Partner identification and support with RFPs

• Strategic assessment on new areas for investment

• Enhanced impact reporting that aligns with your CSR metrics

• Access to networks of locally based experts to support your grantmaking

• Employee engagement programs with partnerships like Benevity

Disaster Response Funds enable donors to give quickly and confidently during disasters or humanitarian crises. 

Donors can set up their own fund for a specific response effort and invite their employees to contribute, or 

support our pooled funds that benefit trusted, effective nonprofits in affected communities overseas. 

As a warming climate increases the frequency and intensity of natural disasters, we also know that many are 

predictable. In addition to event-specific campaigns, Myriad USA launched DisasterLink, a prepositioned network 

of 46 partners in 17 countries at high risk or vulnerability for natural disasters. Each organization is a trusted 

member of their community and highly invested in the areas they serve, enabling them to activate immediately 

during a crisis and help communities rebuild and recover in the long term. 

BUILDING TRUSTED  
RELATIONSHIPS IS AT  
THE CORE OF OUR PHILOSOPHY. 
To begin a partnership conversation,  

reach out to our Chief Partnerships Officer,  
Sheena Agarwal, at sheena@myriadusa.org. 

Myriad USA is the new name for the 

King Baudouin Foundation United States 

(KBFUS). Building on the expertise of KBFUS 

and Give2Asia, we provide donors with a 

simple and efficient platform to support 

nonprofit initiatives overseas, anywhere 

around the world. In 2023, Myriad USA 

facilitated $142 million in grants to 796 

organizations in 92 countries.

CORPORATE PLUS ADVISORY SERVICES 

THOUGHTFUL DISASTER GIVING OPTIONS


